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a selection of desired loan products. The user credit score
information comprises a user's characterization of their own
credit score. The system can be configured to obtaining the
credit score for the user if the user does not provide the credit
score in response to the Solicitation. In response to the user's
inquiry and information, the system displays a list of available
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loan products. The user then selects a loan from the selection
of desired loan products, after which the system requests user
identification information to verify user qualification for the
selected loan. Upon provisional qualification of the user for

loans based on the credit score and the selection of desired

O

O

the loan product, the system obtains an actual credit score for
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the user based on detailed personal information of the user. It
then transmits the user information to a lender and provides a
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transaction reference number to the user.

User chooses products they are interested
in. Credit score is optional.

2O2

Server searches its database of lenderS and

displays products based on user's choices
and credit score (if provided).

204

User chooses a specific product they would
like to apply for.
206

Server performs a credit check to see if they

would most likely qualify for this product or not.
208

Show page stating that the user will
most likely not be approved for this

Does user

offer. Also show user other offers

qualify?

they would qualify for.

Show success page stating that the user

will most likely be approved for this offer.
Also show user other offers they would

—

qualify for.

214

User chooses to apply for an offer and
clicks over to the application page of
the lender.

216

212
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User chooses products they are interested
in. Credit score is optional. 202

Server searches its database of lenders and

displays products based on user's choices
and credit score (if provided).
204

User chooses a specific product they would
like to apply for.
206
Server performs a credit check to see if they
would most likely qualify for this product or not.
208

Show page stating that the user will
most likely not be approved for this

Does user

offer. Also show user other Offers

qualify?

they would qualify for.

212

Show success page stating that the user
will most likely be approved for this offer.
Also show user other offers they would
qualify for.

214

User chooses to apply for an offer and
clicks over to the application page of
the lender.

216

FIG. 2
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User inputs in personal information so
that Server can pull a credit report on
the Consumer's behalf.
302

SUGGESTED FELDS
o First Name
• Last Name
• Address
o Date of Birth

• Social Security Number

Server gets report on consumer's
behalf to ensure "soft" inquiry (also
known as "below-the-line") and
parses credit data
304

Server matches the Credit

Server matches the Credit

information against the lending
Criteria of the product the user

information against the lending
criteria of all other products in its

originally chose

306

database

308

Server returns the results of

the original product match
and of all offers that match
the Credit information of the

US6

310

FG 3
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User inputs in personal information
402

SUGGESTED FELDS
o First Name
• Last Name
• Address
o Date Of Birth

• Social Security Number

Server sends the information to the

Credit bureau along with bank-set
pre-screening criteria 404

Credit bureau matches the

Credit bureau matches the

credit information against the
lending criteria of the product
the user originally chose

credit information against the
lending criteria of all other
products in the Server
supplied database 4.08

406

Credit bureau returns the results
of matches to Server 410

Server returns the results of

the original product match
and of all offers that match
the Credit information of the

USe

412

FIG. 4.
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Find loans and credit cards that fit your
unique profile in less than 10 seconds.

ilatest Offers
Horrie Lean APR

1. What is your credit score?

Weis Fargo

S.95%

Auto .

AR

s

* My score is 700

I don't know my score

508
Don't know year score?
Get it here instantly.

s

Ex.:

2. What type of offers are you interested in?
rt credit cards
Home Loans
v Auto Loans

Sf O

Credit Card
Discovercard
N

SI 2.

Privacy Policy Terms of Use Affiliate Marketing Contact Us
Copyright © 2006 Centrro, Inc. All Rights Reserved

Fl G 5

APR
10.99%
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CentO
rapid results
Your Offer Summary
See all offers for: Home loans - Auto Loans - Credit Cards

Based on your credit score of 700, the following are offers you would quality for
Try another score: - sisti

Top Home loans
Name

Wells Fargo Bank

Wells Fargo Bank

:

& O4
Description

Fiace Rate

No points, no bank origination fees at

A.50%

Serving all 50 states through 2,400mortgage and Wells Fargo banking

5.95%

application
* Instant response when you apply of line
Free online access to your account
stores, and the internet,
* USA's #1 retail home mortgage tender
Services retres than si trict

rortgages for 5.1 million customers

facifiede

See more Horne loan offers

Top Auto loans
Nane
E-loar

6 O6
Description
No tier Costs.

Finance Rate
6.49%

Tristed, personal service.
The tow rates you deserve.

Weis Fargo Bank

Trusted tender for over 150 years.

6.36%

Indirect auto financing and vehicle
feasing through relationships with fore
than 20,000 franchised auto deaters in
Nort. Anerica.

. No closing costs.

F IG 6A

60
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See nore Auto loan offers

Top Credit Cards
Nare

(2O3
Description

The Wolkswagen

France Rate

Earn 2 points for every dollar spent on

Platirlin Visa Card Wolkswagen products,
Eart 1 point for every dolier spent on
at other purchases.
* Large Catalog of rewards you can
redeem your points cr.

Citi

one Regate

Patirin Select
asterCard

0 balance transfers for the first 2
irrits.
C. CAP or

its r is sist of

rebates you can accumulate in a year.
$0 liability for inauthorized charges
even when shopping online,

Copyright 2006 Centro, Inc. A Rights Reserved

F.G. 6B

14,49

49.
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ZOO

Centro
rcpic results
Qualify Me!
Wells Fargo Bank
Find out if you qualify for this offer without applying. All we need is a few pieces of
information to match your profile with the lending rules of this offer.
First

fo2.

.3

Nare:
Address;

city:
state: --Select state-

M

ZIP: T
Email Address:
Password:

Retype Password:

social Security Number

--“g

Incorre Range: -select one-

i.e.,

Privacy Policy Terms of Use Affiliate Marketing Contact Us
Copyright 6, 2006 Centre, Inc, Al Rights Reserved

FIG. 7
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goo

Congratulations
Welis Fargo Bank

o2

Apply Ny

1.

We have verified that you qualify for the above offer. Click on the "Apply Now" link
above to apply at our partner's website,
Below are additional offers that we have qualified you for.

st

30 f

g

Apply New

is Fargo. At it

AEY IN

arts

Exif

Apply New

Sgeige. Cecil, I gets
tie YGL itself for
-WWMMM

See ge. At its

atters

tist vs. Latify for

See are gregain offers
that yet gliality for

Privacy Poicy errns of Use Affiliaig Marketing Contact Us
Copyright

2006 Centrri, Inc. A Rights Reserved

F.G. 8

gre is

Apply Novi
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Goo
math

Credit Card Application

CHASE

::::::::::::ww.

Read Privacy Policy and Pricing and Terms for important information about rates, fees and other
costs before applying.

All application pages are Secure.
indicates a required field.
Application Informati

:::::::::::::::

Before completing the application, you should be able to answer "Yes" to the following statements
by checking the boxes:
r Yes, my credit history is clear of bankruptcy.
- Yes, my credit history is clear of seriously delinquent accounts.
-

Yes, I have NOT been denied credit by Chase within the last 6 months.

ass

As

Your entries must consist of alpha-numeric characters only (e.g., characters such as ", "S", "#",

and commas will not be accepted in some fields).

Title

First

(Required)

M.I. Last (Required) Suffix

NOTE: Your name witl appear on your card as depicted above.

Residential
Address
Line 1:"

—
Residential
Address
Line 2: -

Unit/Apt #:

City:

state:

Zip Code:

lp

Home Phone:

k

You must be a U.S. resident to apply. No P.O. boxes please.
Lived There:

: Years

SSN:

-

Date of Birth:

,

YMonths

Why do we ask for this?

,

(MM/DD/YYYY)

FIG. 9A
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Mother's Maiden

Name:

Why do we ask for this?

E-mail Address:

Please Tel Us About YourJob.
(if retired, note previous employer. If self-employed,
note nature of business.)

Worked There: |

years

Work/Alternate Phone: a

X:
*

Alimony, child support, or separate maintenance income need not be revealed if you do not wish it
to be considered as a basis for repaying this obligation.
Annual Household income: S

.00 (Please do not use commas.)

Please select the type(s) of bank account(s) you have:
Select Residence:

Monthly Rent or

Mortgage:S

.00 (Please do
not use commas.)
Authorization

D

By submitting this application, agree to the following:
o Everything I have stated in my application is true and correct.
o have read and agree to all the pricing and other terms on the previous pages and screens.
o By using the account or any card, or authorizing their use, I agree to the terms of the
Cardmember Agreement that I will receive with my Card(s).
o The terms of my account, including the APRs, are subject to change. Any such changes
will be made in accordance with the Cardmember Agreement.

FIG. 9B
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s

Ce

f is . y

,

How It Works Who We Are

Your Offer Summary
See all offers for: Home Loans - Auto Loans "Credit Cards
Based in your credit score of 550, the following are offers you would qualify for,
Try arotier score:

:

Top Home loaris
Narrie

Description

Finance Rate

Description
Competitive rates arid flexible terris,

Finance Rate
25%

Top Auto Loans
Nante
Bark of America

edicate custore service

representatives.
Fast, easy online application.

See fore Auto Loan offers

Top Credit cards
Nate

Description

Finance Rate

See more Credit Card offers

FIG. 10
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User inputs loan selection information and
characterization of Credit SCOre

1102

Server searches its database of lenders and displays
products based on user's selected loan parameters
and Credit score characterization

1 104

User chooses a specific product to apply for and provides
detailed financial information to determine qualification
1106

Server evaluates user financial information and selected

loan requirements to determine if user provisionally
qualifies for the selected loan product
1108

Show page stating that user will
most likely not be approved for
the selected loan and display
other possible loans
1112

Does User

Qualify?
1110

Receive user Selection of loan from

other possible loans

Show page stating that user will
most likely be approved for the
Selected loan and Collect user
information
1114

Obtain actual credit score for the user

1116

Transmit user information to lender and provide
application reference number to user 1118

FIG. 11

1113
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Home Loans New Purchase Refinance Home Equity
88.3:... :: :

Refine Your Results
ate

12 O2

.

California

Property Tyga i Any Type

3.

Propert Purpose Any Purpose
L33 Eve
trterest Orls: Crition

E3 Sure point ending

S.25

21 ARM

S781

6.75% - -

AO Yorfired

s

El Surepoint Lending
El Surepointending

6.65%
6.25%

3. Year Fired
t Year Fied

size
se

o Surepoint Lending

S. 53.

1. ARM

seas

its Surepoint Lending

8.5%

5.1 ARM

seig

s: Surepoint lending

5,375%

3AR

a LE. Financial

vals

M Year fied

vare

st LEI Financial

Warigs

17, AR

Waries

E.

Waries

15 Year Fixg

varies - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

surepoint lending

E. Financial

Showing results 1-10 of 34
&s::::::::8:88:46:33:3:33s.

:

" : : - $797

& Pre's J: it (tier8 Next it giffers be
issists:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::s:si&xi;&sc3sixussia...iitiikiizu's 2x2&ssissississississississississ&ll-''''''''''''''''''''''''
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| 3 od

Step 1 of 2: Qualify
You're on your way!

o Please provide us with some additional information so we can qualify you for this offer.
------------------

What is your annual gross income?

mu----------------------------.

I 3 O2

How will you report your income?
Stated

How will you report your assets?
Stated

Y.

What are your monthly debt payments?
Do not include housing payments like rent or other mortgage payments.

---

Have you had a bankruptcy?

If so, how long ago?
No bankruptcies

Have you had a foreclosure?
If so, how long ago?
No foreclosures

What is the purpose of
|- Select

--- -

---
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4oo

O Home
O About
O Contact

Step 2 of 2: Apply
Congratulations! We have determined that you will probably be approved for this offer.

o Please fill out the following information to apply for this offer (learn about Centrro's commitment
to your privacy).
e A representative will contact you shortly to continue the application process.

What is your current interest rate?
%

What is your current loan type?
First Name
LastName

14 O2
six::::::

Current Address

Address Line 2 (optional)
City
State

- - --- - -- - - -- -- --

- Select State-

ZIP Code

Email Address
PhoneNumber

w

- -
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Soo
O Home
O About
0 Contact

Confirmation
Thank you for using Centrro!

We have sent your information to this lender. You should be contacted by a representative to continue
the application process.
Your reference number is: 735X1512

-

So 2

Want to get another NO OBLIGATION quote? Click the following link to return to your search results
and choose an additional lender,

(C2007 Centrro, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Contact Privacy Policy Terms of Use Affiliate Marketing Blog

F.G. 15
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ONLINE LOAN APPLICATION SYSTEM
USING BORROWER PROFILE
INFORMATION
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

0001. The present application claims the benefit of the
U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/792,079 entitled
“Online Loan Application System Using Borrower Profile
Information, and filed on Apr. 14, 2006.
FIELD

Jan. 28, 2010

(0010 FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate an example of a web
page listing possible loans for a credit score of 700, according
to an embodiment;

0011 FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a qualification web
page for a loan product listed in FIG. 6A, according to an
embodiment;

0012 FIG. 8 illustrates an example of an application web
page for the loan product illustrated in FIG. 7:
(0013 FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate an example of a web
page for the vendor of a loan product, under an embodiment;
0014 FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a web page listing
possible loans for a credit score of 550, according to an
embodiment;
0015 FIG. 11 is a flowchart that illustrates a method find

0002 Embodiments of the invention relate generally to
electronic commerce systems, and more specifically, to
online loan and credit application systems.

ing and displaying loan products for a user, according to an

BACKGROUND

is used to access available loan products;
0016 FIG. 12 illustrates an example of a web page for
applying for and selecting loan products, according to an

0003. A multitude of different loan products and credit
cards are available to borrowers. A person's ability to obtain
loans or credit cards at favorable rates and terms, however,

depends on that person's credit score, as well as other possible
criteria. Generally a credit score reflects a person's creditwor
thiness and is expressed as a number that represents a risk
level to a lender. The higher the credit score, the more cred
itworthy a person is. A high credit score generally allows a
person to borrow money at better rates and under better terms.
Financial institutions typically offer many different loan or
credit products depending upon the financial profile of the
borrowers. Under present loan application systems, a bor
rower must typically shop for a loan by making inquiries to
the different financial institutions or shop through loan bro
kers. Such a process is typically very time consuming and
often does not give the borrower a complete picture of what is
available. With the advent of web-based processes, online
systems for shopping for loans have become available. These
systems however, may only provide only a general selection
of loan products that are available and not an accurate selec
tion of products based on the qualifications of the borrower.
Moreover, such systems may require that the lender or broker
pull the borrowers credit report. Ifa person uses such a system
to shop among a variety of different products, this can
adversely affect the person's credit rating since multiple
credit report pulls can lower the person's credit rating.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0004 Embodiments of the present invention are illus
trated by way of example and not limitation in the figures of
the accompanying drawings, in which like references indicate
similar elements and in which:

0005 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computer network
system that implements embodiments of an online credit
application system;
0006 FIG. 2 is a flowchart that illustrates a method finding
and displaying loan products for a user, according to an
embodiment;
0007 FIG. 3 is a flowchart that illustrates a method of

matching available loan products to credit score information
for a user, according to an embodiment;
0008 FIG. 4 is a flowchart that illustrates a method of
matching available loan products to credit information for a
user, according to an alternative embodiment;
0009 FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a web page for
finding loans or credit offers, according to an embodiment;

alternative embodiment in which indirect credit information

alternative embodiment;

0017 FIG. 13 illustrates an example of a qualification web
page for a loan product listed in FIG. 12, according to an
embodiment;

0018 FIG. 14 illustrates an example of an application web
page for the loan product illustrated in FIG. 13; and
0019 FIG. 15 illustrates an example of a confirmation
page for the loan product illustrated in FIG. 14.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0020 Embodiments of an online credit application system
are described. Aspects of the one or more embodiments
described herein may be implemented on one or more com
puters executing Software instructions. The computers may
be networked in a client-server arrangement or similar dis
tributed computer network. FIG. 1 illustrates a computer net
work system 100 that implements one or more embodiments.
In system 100, a network server computer 104 is coupled,
directly or indirectly, to one or more network client comput
ers 102 through a network 110. The network interface
between server computer 104 and client computer 102 may
include one or more routers that serve to buffer and route the

data transmitted between the server and client computers.
Network 110 may be the Internet, a Wide Area Network
(WAN), a Local Area Network (LAN), or any combination
thereof.

0021. In one embodiment, the server computer 104 is a
World-WideWeb (WWW) server that stores data in the form
of web pages and transmits these pages as Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML) files over the Internet 110 to the client
computer 102. For this embodiment, the client computer 102
typically runs a web browser program 114 to access the web
pages served by server computer 104 and any available con
tent provider or supplemental server 103.
0022. In one embodiment, server 104 in network system
100 is a server that executes a server side online credit appli
cation process 112. Client versions of this process 107 may
also be executed on the client computers. This process may
represent one or more executable programs modules that are
stored within network server 104 and executed locally within
the server. Alternatively, however, it may be stored on a
remote storage or processing device coupled to server 104 or
network 110 and accessed by server 104 to be locally
executed. In a further alternative embodiment, the online

credit application process 112 may be implemented in a plu
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rality of different program modules, each of which may be
executed by two or more distributed server computers
coupled to each other, or to network 110 separately.
0023 For an embodiment in which network 110 is the
Internet, network server 104 executes a web server process
116 to provide HTML documents, typically in the form of
web pages, to client computers coupled to the network. To
access the HTML files provided by server 104, client com
puter 102 executes a web browser process 114 that accesses
web pages available on server 104 and other Internet server
sites, such as content provider 103 (which may also be a
network server executing a web server process). The client
computer 102 may access the Internet 110 through an Internet
Service Provider (ISP). Data for any of the loan products,
credit card products, debt products, user information, and the
like may be provided by a data store 120 closely or loosely
coupled to any of the server 104 and/or client 102. In one
embodiment, the client computer may execute a client side
credit application program 107 to interact with the server-side
online credit application process 112. A separate content pro
vider 103 may provide some of the data that is included in the
product offering or application process.
0024. The client computer 102 may be a workstation com
puter or it may be a computing device Such as a notebook
computer, personal digital assistant, or the like. The client
computer may also be embodied within a mobile communi
cation device 118, game console, media playback unit, or
similar computing device that provides access to the Internet
network 110 and a sufficient degree of user input and pro
cessing capability to execute or access the client-side credit
application program 107. The client computers 102 and 118
may be coupled to the server computer 104 over a wired
connection, a wireless connection or any combination

Jan. 28, 2010

cial institutions. Typically these products are accessed
through a variety of networks and stored in databases main
tained by these lenders. Alternatively, these products may be
consolidated and stored in a single (or virtually single) data
base that is accessible to the server, such as on a data store 120

or data store 122 maintained by a separate server 103.
0027. For the embodiment of FIG. 2, a credit score is
provided to the server so that the appropriate loan products
can be displayed for selection by the user based on eligibility
of the user. This credit score information can be provided to
the system directly by the user, or alternatively it can be
obtained by the server, from a third party service, based on
information provided by the user. This is illustrated as step
208 in FIG. 2, and at least two different credit pull process
flows are possible, as illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4.
0028 FIG. 3 is a flowchart that illustrates a method of
matching available loan products to credit score information
for a user, according to an embodiment. In block 302 the user
inputs certain items of personal information, Such as name,
address, date of birth and any other uniquely identifying items
of information. The user's Social security number may or may
not be required depending upon the requirements of the Ser
vice that provides the credit score. In block 304, the server
receives the user's consumer report on the user's behalf. This
is done in a manner that attempts to ensure that the user's
credit score is not impacted. In general, the more frequent a
user's credit score is accessed, the greater the likelihood that
the credit score will be reduced. This is due to certain access

practices imposed by services that provide credit score and
credit reporting information. A so-called “soft' or “below
the-line' inquiry constitutes a credit report pull that does not
negatively impact the user's credit score. Once the credit
report is obtained, the relevant credit data and score is parsed

thereof.

Out.

0025. In one embodiment an online credit application sys
tem 112 facilitates the loan selection and application process
through the display of loan application interfaces to a user.
FIG. 2 is a flowchart that illustrates a method of finding and
displaying loan products for a user, according to an embodi
ment. For the embodiment of FIG. 2, a loan application form
is displayed on the client computer. In block 202, the user
chooses the loan product that he or she is interested in. At this
stage the user may provide his credit score, if it is known. The
online credit application process 112 on server 104 searches
its databases of lenders and displays products available on the
user's choice and eligibility based on the credit score, if it was
provided, block 202. The user then selects a specific loan
product to apply for, block 206. In block 208 the server
performs a credit check to verify whether or not the user
qualifies for the selected loan product. If in block 210 it is
determined that the user does qualify for the selected loan
product, the server displays a Success page stating that the
user will most likely be approved for the loan offer. The server
may also display other loan products that the user would
qualify for, block 212. In block 216, the user applies for the
loan and then accesses the application of the lender. If, in step
210 it is determined that the user does not qualify for the
selected loan product, the server displays a page indicating
that the user would probably not be approved for the selected
offer. It then displays other loan products that the user might
be approved for.
0026. In one embodiment, the server computer 104 has
access to a wide variety of different loan products available
from any number of commercial or private lenders or finan

0029. Once the server has the user's credit score, or other
pertinent credit information, it matches this information
against the lending criteria for the loan product that the user
originally selected, block 306. It also matches this informa
tion against the lending criteria for other products in the
database, block 308. The server then returns the results of the

original product match and all other offers that might match
the credit score or information of the user, block 310.

0030. For the embodiment of FIG. 3, a soft inquiry was
performed by the server on the user's behalf. In certain cir
cumstances, such a soft inquiry is not possible or practical,
and a credit bureau or similar organization must be used to
obtain the credit report information. FIG. 4 is a flowchart that
illustrates a method of matching available loan products to
credit information for a user, according to an alternative
embodiment in which a credit bureau is used. In block 402 the

user inputs certain items of personal information, Such as
name, address, date of birth and any other uniquely identify
ing items of information. The user's Social Security number
may or may not be required depending upon the requirements
of the credit bureau that provides the credit score. In block
404, the server transmits the user information to a credit

bureau along with a defined set of pre-screening criteria. This
pre-screening criterion typically comprises criteria defined
by a bank or financial institution. Once the credit report is
obtained, the credit bureau matches this information against
the lending criteria for the loan product that the user originally
selected, block 406. It also matches this information against
the lending criteria for other products in the database, block
408. The credit bureau then returns the results of the matches

US 2010/0023448 A1

to the server, block 410. In block 412, the server returns the

results of the original product match and all other offers that
might match the credit score or information of the user.
0031. In one embodiment, the network 110 is the Internet,
and server 104 executes a web server process 116 to allow
users to access the online credit application process 112
through a web based interface through client-side web brows
ers 114. As shown in block 202 of FIG. 2, the user starts the

loan application process by selecting the loan product or
products that he is interested in. This selection is usually done
through a web page displayed through the web browser of the
user's client computer. FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a web
page for finding loans or credit offers, according to an
embodiment. Web page 500 represents the initial web page
that is displayed by the online credit application process 112.
It provides an access point for all of the loan products avail
able through server 104. For the embodiment of FIG. 5, the
loan products are organized by loan type, thus the user is able
to apply for a home loan 502, a car loan 504, or a credit card
506. Many other loan products or even sub-categories of loan
types (e.g., first mortgages, re-finances, etc.) may also be
provided. The user is prompted to input their credit score in
display area 508 of the web page 500. If the user does not
know his or her score, the server provides a mechanism in
which it can access the score or utilize a credit bureau to

obtain the score, as described with reference to FIGS. 3 and 4.

The user may specify which type or types of loan products to
be applied for in display area 510. Once all of the relevant
information is provided, the user proceeds with the online
loan application process by selecting button 512.
0032. Once the user provides the relevant information and
loan product selection, the server searches its database and
displays the possible products, as shown in block 204 of FIG.
2. This is provided to the user in the form of a responsive web
page. FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate an example of a web page
listing possible loans for a credit score of 700, according to an
embodiment. Web page 600 contains several display fields
that outline the possible loan products based on the user's
input credit score, or the credit score obtained on the user's
behalf. In section 602, the user can enter a different credit
score, in cases where the user made a mistake or the user is

interested in seeing what type of loan products are available
for different credit scores. For the example entry of FIG.5, the
user selected three types of loan products. Thus, in web page
600, a selection of home loans is shown in display area 604, a
selection of auto loans is displayed in display area 606, and a
selection of credit cards is displayed in display area 608. If
several loan products are available, only the top loans per type
may be displayed at any one time. Alternatively, depending
upon the constraints of the display system, all possible prod
ucts may be displayed on the web page. Each possible loan
product can be selected using a corresponding selection but
ton, 610.

0033. Depending upon a user's credit score, the number of
loan products may vary. In general, fewer loan products are
available to users with lower credit scores, and such loan

products tend to be more expensive (in terms of interestrate or
fees) or restrictive. FIG. 5 illustrates an example of loan
product offerings for a person with a credit score of 700, while
FIG. 10 illustrates an example of an example of possible loan
products for a person with a credit score of 550. As can be
seen in FIG. 10, only a small number of loans are available
and at a higher interest rate than the products offered to
persons with a credit score of 700.
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0034. When the selection button for a particular loan prod
uct is selected, the server causes a qualification page to be
displayed, which allows the user to find out whether or not
they actually qualify for the loan product that they have
selected. FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a qualification web
page for a loan product listed in FIG. 6A, according to an
embodiment. The qualification page 700 provides a means for
a user to verify qualification without actually applying for the
product. Display area 702 provides data entry windows for
the user to enter relevant personal information related to the
application and qualification for the loan product. These
include identifying information, such as name, address,
Social security number, and so on, as well as financial infor
mation, Such as annual income, and so on. Once the pertinent
information has been entered, the user can select the qualifi
cation button 704 to receive the results of the qualification
teSt.

0035. As shown in the process flow of FIG. 2, if the user is
not qualified for the selected loan product, a list of loan
products that the user may be qualified for is displayed. If the
user is qualified for the selected loan product, a loan applica
tion page is displayed. FIG. 8 illustrates an example of an
application web page for the loan product illustrated in FIG.
7. As shown on web page 800, the Success page includes an
application command button 802 that allows the user to apply
for the selected loan. This transports the user to the lender's
website, where the user can then go through the actual loan
application process. The Success page 800 may also include a
list of other loan products that the user is qualified to apply
for, such as shown in display area 804.
0036. In one embodiment, the online credit application
process 112 can provide access to lenders websites directly to
allow users to select loan products through the lender sites.
FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate an example of a web page for the
Vendor of a loan product, under an embodiment. Web page
900 illustrates a typical loan application page for a vendor,
and shows data entry areas for the relevant user information
and loan product information required by the vendor. The
web page of FIGS. 9A and 9B are intended to illustrative and
many different formats are possible depending upon the ven
dor.

0037 For the process flow illustrated in FIG. 2, the online
loan application process was initiated by the server receiving
from the user, or obtaining from a credit bureau, actual credit
score information for the user. In most cases, such an inquiry
could constitute a credit pull that might affect the user's credit
score. Such a process could also be relatively expensive, as
credit bureaus and credit reporting services may charge a not
insignificant amount of money per credit pull. In an alterna
tive online credit application process, the user does not pro
vide an actual credit score, but rather a qualitative measure or
range of his or her credit worthiness.
0038 FIG. 11 is a flowchart that illustrates a method find
ing and displaying loan products for a user, according to this
alternative embodiment. For the embodiment of FIG. 11, an

alternative type of loan application form is displayed on the
client computer. This loan application form Solicits informa
tion from the user regarding loan parameters, such as type and
amount of loan desired. In block 1102, the user inputs loan
selection information that indicates the type, purpose and
amount of loan desired. The user also provides a qualitative
measure or characterization of his or her credit score. Such a

characterization could be a selection from the range POOR
FAIR-GOOD-EXCELLENT: it could be a letter grade, e.g.,
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A-F, or a numeric value, e.g., 1-10, and so on. The online
credit application process 112 on server 104 searches its
databases of lenders and displays products available on the
user's choice and eligibility based on the type of loan and
user's credit score characterization, block 1102. The user then

selects a specific loan product to apply for, and at this point
provides detailed financial information about the user, block
1106.

0039. In block 1108 the server evaluates the financial
information and the selected loan requirements to determine
if the user provisionally qualifies for the selected loan. If, in
block 1110 it is determined that the user does not qualify for
the selected loan product, a page stating probable non-ap
proval with a selection of other possible loans is then dis
played, as shown in block 1112. The user may choose to apply
for another loan within this new selection of loans. If the user

does select Such a loan, the system receives the user selection
of loans from the list of other possible loans, block 1113, and
the process proceeds with block 1114.
0040. If, in block 1110 it is determined that the user does
likely qualify for the selected loan product, the server dis
plays a Success page stating that the user will most likely be
approved for the loan offer, block 1114. This page also pro
vides input areas for the user to provide detailed user infor
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mation, as well as any relevant information regarding the
property (in the case of a real estate loan) and the desired loan.
Once the user provides the required financial information, the
process evaluates the user information and the loan require
ments to determine the qualification of the user, as shown in
block 1108 of FIG. 11.

0043. If the user provisionally qualifies for the loan, the
process provides displays an application page to the user.
FIG. 14 illustrates an example of a loan application web page
for this embodiment. The application web page includes sev
eral data entry areas 1402 for the input of various items of
identification information for the user. These include name,

address, and social security information. The online loan
application process 112 then uses the user's personal infor
mation, including the Social security number to obtain the
actual credit score for the user. In one embodiment, the pro
cess queries one or more credit bureaus to obtain the credit
score. Once the credit score or other relevant credit report
information has been obtained, the process forwards the
information to the lender or originator of the selected loan
product. FIG. 15 illustrates an example of a confirmation page
for a loan product under this embodiment. This page 1500
alerts the user that the information has been forwarded to the

lender, and it provides a reference number 1502 for the appli

mation so that relevant credit information can be obtained,

cation.

and the system collects the user provided information. This
user information includes relevant identifying information,
Such as user name, address, date of birth, and Social security
number. In block 1116, the server uses the user identification
information, including the Social security number (if pro
vided by the user) to obtain the actual credit score for the user.
If the social security number is not provided, then the other
identifying information is used. The server then transmits all
of the relevant user and selected loan product information to
the appropriate lender, and transmits an application reference

0044. In one embodiment, the online loan application pro
cess also provides a user feedback mechanism, such as a
forum, whereby users of the process can rate the lenders
and/or loan products. The process provides a rating system
that allows user to enter a numeric, or similar rating, or a
descriptive evaluation of the lenders and products accessed
through the system.
0045 Embodiments of the online loan application system
described herein may be applied to various types of loan or
credit products, such as residential, consumer or mortgage
loans, credit cards, rotating lines of credit, and the like. In
general, the application for any such loan or credit product
requires the lender to obtain a copy the user's credit report.
Such a credit report is typically maintained and made avail
able by credit bureaus such as EquifaxTM, ExperianTM, or
TransunionTM. When a user requests a credit report, the user's
credit rating may be adversely affected. In general, multiple
credit report pulls results in the lowering of a user's credit
rating. Embodiments of the present invention allow a user to
apply for loan or credit products in a manner that does not
directly result in his or her credit report being pulled, and thus
does not adversely affect the credit rating. This is accom
plished by the user providing the system with his or her credit
score directly, or having the credit bureau itself perform the

number back to the user, block 1118.

0041 FIG. 12 illustrates an example of a web page for
applying for and selecting loan products, according to an
embodiment shown in the flow process of FIG. 11. As shown
in block 1102, the user inputs loan selection information that
indicates the type, purpose and amount of loan desired. Web
page 1200 includes a number of data input fields 1202 for an
example home loan. In this case, the user specifies the loca
tion, the type and purpose of the property. The user also inputs
certain information regarding the cost of the property. In data
input field 1206 the user provides a characterization of his or
her credit score. The data entry field 1206 includes a pull
down menu that allows the user to choose one of a number of

selections, such as poor, fair, good, or excellent. Each of these
selections corresponds to a range of numbers within the total
credit score range of 300 to 850. Using the characterization of
the credit score, the online credit application process 112 is
able to find and display a number of possible loan products
based on the user information. A selection of possible loan
products is displayed in display area 1204.
0042. As shown in FIG. 12, each displayed loan product
has a command button that allows the user to apply for a
particular selected loan product. Once a loan is selected the
process causes a loan qualification page to be displayed. FIG.
13 illustrates an example of a qualification web page for a
loan product listed in FIG. 12, according to an embodiment.
In display area 1302, the user provides certain detailed finan
cial information. This financial information can include

income and debt information, past payment and credit infor

match between the user credit score and the desired loan

product and not sending the credit score out to the lender.
Such “below the line' credit reporting protects the integrity of
the user's personal information and does not adversely affect
the credit score, because the credit report is not transferred
out, thus the system administrator or any other third party
does not take possession of the credit report.
0046 Aspects of the online loan and credit application
system described herein may be implemented as functionality
programmed into any of a variety of circuitry, including pro
grammable logic devices (“PLDs). Such as field program
mable gate arrays ("FPGAs), programmable array logic
(“PAL”) devices, electrically programmable logic and
memory devices and standard cell-based devices, as well as
application specific integrated circuits. Some other possibili
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ties for implementing aspects of the method include: micro
controllers with memory (such as EEPROM), embedded
microprocessors, firmware, Software, etc. Furthermore,
aspects of the described method may be embodied in micro
processors having software-based circuit emulation, discrete
logic (sequential and combinatorial), custom devices, fuZZy
(neural) logic, quantum devices, and hybrids of any of the
above device types. The underlying device technologies may
be provided in a variety of component types, e.g., metal-oxide
semiconductor field-effect transistor (“MOSFET) technolo
gies like complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
(“CMOS), bipolar technologies like emitter-coupled logic
(ECL), polymer technologies (e.g., silicon-conjugated
polymer and metal-conjugated polymer-metal structures),
mixed analog and digital, and so on.
0047. It should also be noted that the various functions
disclosed herein may be described using any number of com
binations of hardware, firmware, and/or as data and/or
instructions embodied in various machine-readable or com

puter-readable media, in terms of their behavioral, register
transfer, logic component, and/or other characteristics. Com
puter-readable media in which such formatted data and/or
instructions may be embodied include, but are not limited to,
non-volatile storage media in various forms (e.g., optical,
magnetic or semiconductor storage media) and carrier waves
that may be used to transfer such formatted data and/or
instructions through wireless, optical, or wired signaling
media or any combination thereof. Examples of transfers of
such formatted data and/or instructions by carrier waves
include, but are not limited to, transfers (uploads, downloads,
e-mail, etc.) over the Internet and/or other computer networks
via one or more data transfer protocols (e.g., HTTP, FTP,
SMTP, and so on).
0048. Unless the context clearly requires otherwise,
throughout the description and the claims, the words "com
prise.” “comprising.” and the like are to be construed in an
inclusive sense as opposed to an exclusive or exhaustive
sense; that is to say, in a sense of “including, but not limited
to.” Words using the singular or plural number also include
the plural or singular number respectively. Additionally, the
words “herein,” “hereunder,” “above,” “below, and words of

similar import refer to this application as a whole and not to
any particular portions of this application. When the word
“or is used in reference to a list of two or more items, that

word covers all of the following interpretations of the word:
any of the items in the list, all of the items in the list and any
combination of the items in the list.
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0049. The above description of illustrated embodiments of
the online loan and credit application system is not intended
to be exhaustive or to limit the embodiments to the precise
form or instructions disclosed. While specific embodiments
of and examples for, the online loan and credit application
system are described herein for illustrative purposes, various
equivalent modifications are possible within the scope of the
described embodiments, as those skilled in the relevant art
will recognize.
0050. The elements and acts of the various embodiments
described above can be combined to provide further embodi
ments. These and other changes can be made to the online
loan application system in light of the above detailed descrip
tion.

0051. In general, in any following claims, the terms used
should not be construed to limit the described system to the
specific embodiments disclosed in the specification and the
claims, but should be construed to include all operations or
processes that operate under the claims. Accordingly, the
described system is not limited by the disclosure, but instead
the scope of the recited method is to be determined entirely by
the claims.

0.052 While certain aspects of the online loan application
system may be presented in certain claim forms, the inventor
contemplates the various aspects of the methodology in any
number of claim forms. For example, while only one aspect of
the system is recited as embodied in machine-readable
medium, other aspects may likewise be embodied in
machine-readable medium. Accordingly, the inventor
reserves the right to add additional claims after filing the
application to pursue such additional claim forms for other
aspects of the described systems and methods.
1. A method comprising:
receiving a user request to apply for a loan:
displaying, in response to the user request, on a client
computer a webpage Soliciting user input of information
regarding the loan:
receiving from the user an estimation of the credit worthi
ness of the user;

displaying on the client computer a list of available loans
based on the loan information provided by the user and
the estimation of the credit worthiness of the user;

receiving a loan selection from the user; and
Soliciting detailed financial information from the user to
determine if the user provisionally qualifies for the
Selected loan.

2-15. (canceled)

